DTN Fuel Admin™

DTN Fuel Admin automates
eBOL data.
In recent years, the availability of the eBOL data has more
than tripled, and it is often accessible within minutes of a load
being loaded at the terminal. Due to this, more and more fuel
marketers are requesting back office software providers to
support eBOL integration. Benefits of eBOLs can help eliminate
errors, automate and streamline processes, accelerate customer
invoicing and receivables collection, and save on related labor
costs. They can, however, have one significant downside: they can
be very difficult to integrate into back-office systems. They often
come from a wide variety of sources, are delivered in numerous
formats, and use inconsistent codes and terminology.
DTN Fuel Admin is designed specifically to streamline your
eBOLs, save you time, and make you more profitable. It
accomplishes this primarily by automating the flow of eBOL
data into your back office.
• DTN Fuel Admin gathers, aggregates, formats, and crossreferences eBOLs, making them accessible within minutes. This
eliminates the need to deal with multiple data formats and
saves hours of manual cross-reference work each day.
• Data can be exported into your back office and displayed as a
“human readable” BOL document without any kind of further
translation or de‑duplication needed.
• An eBOL missing a necessary field can be either withheld from
your queue, or appended through manual change or business
rules that fit your back office.

“DTN Fuel Admin
not only improves
customer credit
management, but
also enhances our
ability to provide
great customer
service. We only
regret not having
this product sooner.”
Indigo Energy Partners

DTN Fuel Admin

Added features for increased
efficiency and savings.
Several other features make DTN Fuel Admin
the leading solution for fuel buyers.
• You can customize its fields to your content
needs, no matter what back-office system
you use.
• It provides a unique dashboard view with
a simple, robust user interface that eases
management of your supplier mapping codes,
even as seasonal product changes hit the
market and new suppliers come on board.
It does so by creating coding consistency for
eBOLs from a variety of different sources
and formats.
• Invoicing is much simpler and faster because
it’s integrated fully with your back office. It
also tracks and manages transactions across
states, helping make tax reporting easier.

• Supplier invoices also can be done in an
automated and time-saving fashion.
Invoices and BOLs can both be passed to
the back office, and if the quantity on the
invoice matches that of the BOL, it can be
paid automatically.
• It alerts you to any invoice discrepancies
instantly. This helps you identify missing
BOLs faster, centralize your cross-reference
mapping, take advantage of discounts or
shorter payment terms, pay invoices faster,
and retrieve supplier invoices for future use.
• Documents are saved in a searchable,
filterable, and instantly accessible archive for
staff, customers, and outside auditors.
• It can scale to handle as many transactions
and order management and invoicing
processes as your business requires.

Customers who use DTN Fuel Admin often save thousands of
dollars in upfront costs and substantially reduce their ongoing
maintenance of mapping data. They also benefit from accelerated
billing processes, enhanced efficiency, and added profit.
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